
Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking-vocabulary. The student uses newly acquired 
vocabulary expressively. The student is expected to: 

3A    supporting use print or digital resources to determine meaning, syllabication, and pronunciation 
3B     readiness use context within and beyond a sentence to determine the relevant meaning of unfamiliar words or multiple-meaning words 
3C    supporting identify the meaning of and use words with affixes such as mis-, sub-, -ment, and ity/ty and roots such as auto, graph, and 

meter 
3D    supporting identify, use, and explain the meaning of homophones such as reign/rain  

Comprehension skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The student uses metacognitive skills to both develop and 
deepen comprehension of increasingly complex texts. The student is expected to: 

6C    supporting make and correct or confirm predictions using text features, characteristics of genre, and structures 
6E     readiness make connections to personal experiences, ideas in other texts, and society 
6F     readiness make inferences and use evidence to support understanding 
6G      readiness evaluate details read to determine key ideas 
6H     readiness synthesize information to create new understanding 

Response skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The student responds to an increasingly challenging variety of 
sources that are read, heard, or viewed. The student is expected to: 

7C     readiness use text evidence to support an appropriate response 
7D     readiness retell, paraphrase, or summarize texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical order 

Multiple genres: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts-literary elements. The student recognizes and analyzes literary 
elements and genre-specific characteristics within and across increasingly complex traditional, contemporary, classical, and diverse literary texts. The 
student is expected to: 

8A    supporting infer basic themes supported by text evidence 
8B     readiness explain the interactions of the characters and the changes they undergo 
8C     readiness analyze plot elements, including the rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution 
8D    supporting explain the influence of the setting, including historical and cultural settings, on the plot 

9A    supporting demonstrate knowledge of distinguishing characteristics of well-known children's literature such as folktales, fables, legends, 
myths, and tall tales 

9B    supporting explain figurative language such as simile, metaphor, and personification that the poet uses to create images 
9C    supporting explain structure in drama such as character tags, acts, scenes, and stage directions 
9Di    readiness recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including the central idea with supporting evidence 
9Dii  supporting recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including features such as pronunciation guides and diagrams to 

support understanding 
9Diii supporting recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including organizational patterns such as compare and contrast 
9Ei    readiness recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by identifying the claim 
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9Eii   readiness recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by explaining how the author has used facts for an argument 
9Eiii supporting recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by identifying the intended audience or reader 

Author's purpose and craft: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The student uses critical inquiry to analyze the authors' 
choices and how they influence and communicate meaning within a variety of texts. The student is expected to: 

10A   readiness explain the author's purpose and message within a text 
10B  supporting explain how the use of text structure contributes to the author's purpose 
10C  supporting explain the author's use of print and graphic features to achieve specific purposes 
10D  supporting describe how the author's use of imagery, literal and figurative language such as simile, and sound devices such as alliteration 

and assonance achieve specific purposes 
10E  supporting identify and understand the use of literary devices, including first- or third-person point of view 
10F  supporting discuss how the author's use of language contributes to voice 
10G  supporting identify and explain the use of anecdote 



Revising and Editing - Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking – beginning reading and 
writing. The student is expected to demonstrate and apply spelling knowledge by: 

2Bi      readiness spelling multisyllabic words with closed syllables; open syllables; VCe syllables; vowel teams, including digraphs and 
diphthongs; r-controlled syllables; and final stable syllables 

2Bii     readiness spelling homophones 
2Biii   supporting spelling multisyllabic words with multiple sound-spelling patterns 
2Biv   supporting Spelling words using advanced knowledge of syllable division patterns 
2Bv    supporting spelling words using knowledge of prefixes 
2Bvi    readiness spelling words using knowledge of suffixes, including how they can change base words such as dropping e, changing y to I, 

and doubling final consonants 

Revising and Editing - Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – writing process. The student uses the writing 
process to compose multiple texts. The student is expected to: 

11Bi    readiness develop drafts into a focused, structured, and coherent piece of writing by organizing with purposeful structure, including an 
introduction, transitions, and a conclusion 

11Bii   readiness develop drafts into a focused, structured, and coherent piece of writing by developing an engaging idea with relevant details 
11C     readiness revise drafts to improve sentence structure and word choice by adding, deleting, combining, and rearranging ideas for 

coherence and clarity 
11Di        readiness edit drafts using English conventions, including complete simple and compound sentences with subject-verb agreement and 

the avoidance of splices, run-ons, and fragments 
11Dii      readiness edit drafts using English conventions, including past tense of irregular verbs 
11Diii supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including singular, plural, common, and proper nouns 
11Div supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including adjectives, including their comparative and superlative forms 
11Dv supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including adverbs that convey time and adverbs that convey frequency and degree 
11Dvi supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including prepositions and prepositional phrases 
11Dviisupporting edit drafts using English conventions, including pronouns, including reflexive 
11Dviiisupporting edit drafts using English conventions, including coordinating conjunctions to form compound subjects, predicates, and 

sentences 
11Dix supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including capitalization of historical periods, events, and documents; titles of books, 

stories and essays; and languages, races, and nationalities 
11Dx   supporting edit drafts using English conventions, including punctuation marks, including apostrophes in possessives, commas in 

compound sentences, and quotation marks in dialogue 
11Dxi   readiness edit drafts using English conventions, including correct spelling of words with grade-appropriate orthographic patterns and 

rules and high-frequency words 

Written Essay – Response skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The student responds to an increasingly 
challenging variety of sources that are read, heard, or viewed. The student is expected to: 

7B     readiness write a response to a literary or informational text that demonstrates an understanding of a text, including comparing and 
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contrasting ideas across a variety of sources 

Written Essay – Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – genres. The student uses genre characteristics and 
craft to compose multiple texts that are meaningful. The student is expected to: 

12B   readiness compose informational texts, including brief compositions that convey information about a topic, using a clear central idea and 
genre characteristics and craft 

12C   readiness compose argumentative texts, including opinion essays, using genre characteristics and craft 
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The Oak and the Reeds 

An Ancient Fable by Aesop 

1     A noble oak tree stood tall and proud in a green meadow. The 

sun was warm, and birds sang as a gentle breeze rustled the oak’s 

leaves. A small brook happily made its way through the meadow. A 

group of reeds swayed in the breeze. The mighty oak laughed 

aloud. 

2     “I stand here, glorious, another day,” the oak began. He often 

talked about his size and might. “The sun gives me strength. All of 

the meadow looks up to me as I tower over creation.” 

3     The reeds whispered to themselves as they bowed and swayed 

gracefully beside the stream. They had grown used to the oak tree’s 

prideful words. 

4     The oak addressed the reeds. “Does living in my shadow not 

bother you?” The reeds turned their faces up.  

5     “Great cousin oak,” the reeds replied. “You are mighty. You 

tower day after day, year after year. Your tall crown is the pride of 

our meadow.”  

6     The oak tree shook his great arms. ““Does it not vex you,” the 

oak asked, “to bow before me?” 

7     “We bow before the wind, letting its strength pass through us. 

Your strong arms and crown give us shade from the elements. We 

are not diminished, but happy to be close to the humble earth.” 

8     “Why, little cousins,” the oak laughed, “see how I face the wind! 

I hold my crown up high, daring the wind to blow. I defy the world to 

make me bend or bow. I stand unyielding!” 

9    “Great cousin, it is true that you are firm and strong. You are 

rooted deeply into the earth that we all share. But have some 

caution, friend. The sun and rain that nourish us have great power. 

The wind, too, is capable of great strength.”

10   As the reeds finished speaking, a strong gust passed over the 

meadow. Dark clouds began to fill the sky. The sun slipped behind 

a rain cloud, hiding his warm face as a long peal of thunder boomed 

in the distance. 

11   The oak turned his face to the coming storm as he shouted in a 

loud voice. “Come, storm! I invite you to do your worst!” The wind 

howled in response. A crash of lightning lit the darkening meadow. 

“I will neither break nor bend!” the oak shouted in his proud way. 

12   The reeds bent low, turning their backs to the wind and rain. 

Great gusts of wind whipped their tall stems. They whispered to 

each other, readying for a long storm.  

13   “Hah!” the oak gloated. “You bow meekly before a breeze that 

only ripples the surface of the pond? What do you know of power?” 

14   The reeds held their peace. They had no need to argue with 

their mighty cousin. They bent even lower before the gathering 

storm and began to sleep. It would be a long night, they knew. 

15   The next morning, the reeds awoke to bright sunshine. They 

looked upon the open sky, seeing the damage from the previous 

night’s storm. The meadow was fresh and glistening from the 

storm’s rainfall. The great oak, sadly, lay toppled on his side. His 

eyes were closed, and his mighty voice was silent. His massive 

roots were upended, and his powerful trunk lay broken upon the 

earth. The reeds whispered among themselves, warming their faces 

in the sun. They would miss their great cousin. 

      It is better to yield than stubbornly resist. 
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3 Look at these sentences from paragraph 9. 

The author likely includes these lines as a way to – 

    A  contrast the warmth of the sun with the strength of the storm 

    B  emphasize the oak tree’s strength and might 

    C  foreshadow the story’s resolution 

    D  present the story’s main characters to the reader 
8C

2 Which sentence reveals the author’s message? 

F “Does living in my shadow not bother you?”

G We are not diminished, but happy to be close to the humble  

     earth.

H They had no need to argue with their mighty cousin. 

J It is better to yield than stubbornly resist. 

10A

1 Look at these definitions of the  

word crown. 

A

3A

4 Paragraph 15 is important to the story because it shows that – 

F  by refusing to bend to the power of the storm, the oak broke and 

     fell 

G  the oak was right to mock the reeds for bending before the wind 

H  the oak should have been kinder to the reeds

J  life in a meadow isn’t always pleasant and calm 
8C

5 In paragraph 11, the author uses the homophone break to mean 

that the oak tree – 

                   A  needs to rest and recover from his efforts 

                   B  believes he will remain standing 

                   C  plans to stop suddenly 

                   D  is getting wet from the growing storm  
3D

crown /krown/ 

1. an ornament worn by a  
    king to show authority 
2. a dental cap over a tooth 

3. the highest part of  
    something
4. to strike or hit someone in 

the head

Which definition of the word 

crown is used in paragraph 5? 

A  Definition 1 

B  Definition 2 

C  Definition 3 

D  Definition 4 

“Great cousin, it is true that you are firm and strong. You 
are rooted deeply into the earth that we all share. But have 
some caution, friend. The sun and rain that nourish us have 
great power. The wind, too, is capable of great strength.” 

6 The oak’s dialogue and details in paragraph 2 show the reader 

that – 

           F  the day in the meadow is lovely and warm 

           G  all of the plants in the meadow admire the oak tree 

           H  a great storm is coming

           J  the oak tree is a vain and proud character 6G

7 Which sentence from the story best shows that the oak mocks 

the reeds for being weak? 

A I defy the world to make me bend or bow.

B You bow meekly before a breeze that only ripples the surface of 

     the pond?

C  They had no need to argue with their mighty cousin.

D  His eyes were closed, and his mighty voice was silent.
8B
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Fingernails and Feathers 

1     What do fingernails and feathers have in common? They’re 

made of keratin. Hair, horns, hooves, beaks, and claws are also 

made of keratin. 

2     To understand what keratin is, we must understand our bodies 

are made of cells. Cells are the tiny building blocks of all living 

things. The cells in our bodies have different jobs. We have blood 

cells and skin cells, muscle cells and bone cells.  

3     Keratin is inside some of our skin cells. There are skin cells in 

our fingers and our fingernails. But the skin cells of our fingernails 

have more keratin in them. Keratin makes the skin tissue hard and 

tough. We need the ends of our fingers to be tougher so that we 

can work with them. We can dig, scratch, and pick things with our 

fingernails. We couldn’t do that if our fingers just ended with 

sensitive skin. 

4     You may have thought that animal horns were made of bone. 

Well, they kind of are. But the bone is down deep in the center of a 

horn. Horns are covered in skin cells that have lots of keratin in 

them. The keratin covering helps protect the more sensitive bones. 

That way, animals can use their horns for fighting. 

5     In fact, keratin is all over the animal kingdom. Turtle shells have 

keratin, snake scales have keratin, and even eggshells have 

keratin. Keratin is the body’s way of creating a protective layer.  

6     Keratin is tough. And it’s toughest where it’s needed the most. 

Think about turtles, for example. Turtle shells, which are made of 

keratin, make a kind of armor that protects a turtle’s sensitive body. 

Turtles are slow-moving creatures. Turtles would be easy meals for 

many predators if it weren’t for their protective shells.  

7     Spider webs are made of keratin. They need to be durable. A 

spider web must be strong enough to hold the weight of the spider, 

even in a stiff wind. A web must also be sturdy enough to capture 

and hold the spider’s prey.  

8    Spiderwebs show us that keratin can be both tough and 

lightweight. This is important for birds. Feathers need to be strong  

enough to support the bird’s body weight but light enough to allow 

them to fly. To understand how birds’ feathers work, scientists 

studied the cells inside their feathers. They found that the keratin in 

bird feathers is thicker than any other kind of keratin.  

9     It’s hard for us to study keratin the way scientists do. They have 

special microscopes that allow them to see tiny cells. We can, 

however, think like scientists when we observe animal parts that 

have keratin in them. 

10    Consider all the parts of human beings that have keratin. Our 

fingernails and toenails have keratin in them. Which is stronger, 

your fingernails or toenails? Toenails need to be stronger to protect 

our feet. They have more keratin in them.  

11     Human hair has keratin. Even though it is very fine and thin, 

human hair is strong and stretchy. It’s hard to break. 

12     The outer layer of our skin has keratin. If you’ve ever had a 

cut or a scrape, you’ve probably noticed the difference in the layers 

of your skin. Surface skin is thick, tough, and dry. Inner layers of 

skin are soft, squishy, and wet. Keratin turns our top layer of skin 

into something that can protect what’s underneath. 

13      A callus is a rough, bumpy patch on our skin. We get calluses 

when the same patch of skin gets rubbed a lot. Athletes and 

dancers often get calluses on their feet. A callus is the skin’s way of 

protecting itself. If you get a callus, you’re less likely to get a blister. 

And you’ve probably figured this out already – calluses have lots of 

keratin. 

14   Keratin is an important part of skin cells in both humans and 

animals. It makes something that could be soft and fragile into 

something tough. Thank goodness for keratin.
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     25 Read the following excerpt from “Snail Facts.” 

Chances are that you don’t know very much about snails. 

Most people haven’t given these creatures much thought at 

all. But snails deserve more attention. Snails are important 

and fascinating animals.  

Based on the excerpt and the text, write a response to the following:

The author of “Snail Facts” thinks we should give 

more consideration to the snail. What animal do you 

think deserves more attention? Why? 

Manage your time so you can REVIEW THE SELECTION and 

PLAN YOUR RESPONSE carefully.  

Be sure to – 

 state your thesis clearly, 

 organize your writing and develop your ideas, 

 use evidence from the selection to support your response, 

and  

 use correct capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and 

grammar. 

After writing, make sure to REVISE and EDIT your response.  

Write your response on the lines that follow. 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________
7B, 12C
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These paragraphs are from a paper M’Lisa wrote after a field trip to 

the state history museum. Read M’Lisa’s paper and look for any 

revisions she should make. Then answer the questions that follow.  

(1) We went to the Bob Bullock Museum, and I wanted to 

learn about my family’s history. (2) I interviewed my parents, my 

grandmother on my mom’s side, and my dad’s great uncle.  

(3) I heard a lot of interesting stories. (4) I also discovered how  

both sides of my family came to live in Texas. 

(5) My mother’s family was originally from Mexico, but way 

back when it was still a Spanish colony. (6) In 1821, Mexico won its 

independence from Spain. (7) At that time, Texas was part of 

Mexico. (8) It was a wild, unsettled area known as the District of 

Bexar. (9) My ancestors took advantage of the opportunity.  

(10) They moved to a ranch near San Antonio. (11) Most of that 

original land has been sold over the years. (12) But I learned this 

weekend that my grandmother’s house sits on five acres that was 

part of that land grant. (13) I thought that was cool! 

(14) The story on my father’s side is just as interesting, but in 

a different way. (15) My dad’s family history is connected to Texas 

oil. (16) My great-great-great grandfather, decided, when oil was 

discovered at Spindletop, to move the family to Texas from 

Oklahoma. (17) He hoped to drill his own oil well and strike it rich. 

(18) Unfortunately, that never happened. (19) Instead, the family 

faced poverty and hard times. (20) Uncle Ray says life in their 

family was always boom and bust, like the oil field. (21) Uncle 

Ray says he bought a fancy car and a big house during the oil 

boom of the 1970s. (22) Then, he lost it all in the oil crisis of the 

1980s. (23) My dad says that’s why he became a truck driver.  

(24) He wanted to know he’d always have a good job, no matter 

what. 

(25) Earlier, I had no idea my family’s history was so 

connected to Texas history. (26) It made me want to know more of 

the old family stories. (27) The next family reunion is going to be a 

lot more interesting! 
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40 Sentence 16 is confusing. What is the BEST way to revise it?

A  When oil was discovered at Spindletop in 1901, my great-great- 

     great grandfather decided to move the family from Oklahoma to 

     Texas.

B  When oil was discovered, my great-great-great grandfather was 

     in Spindletop in 1901. 

C  My great-great-great grandfather, in 1901, decided to move to  

     Spindletop when oil was discovered there. 

D  My great-great-great grandfather discovered oil in Spindletop in  

     1901.

11C

38  M’Lisa forgot to add the following detail to the second paragraph 
(sentences 5 – 13). 

Where should the sentence be placed? 

                  A  After sentence 7         C  After sentence 9

                  B  After sentence 8         D  After sentence 10 

11Bii

37 M’Lisa would like to improve her introduction. Which of the 

following sentences should she use to replace sentence 1? 

F  Our field trip to the Bob Bullock Museum was my favorite fieldtrip 

     I’ve ever been on. 

G  My family has an interesting past that is related to the interesting 

     stories from Texas History. 

H  One day, our class went on a field trip to the Bob Bullock State  

     History Museum where we learned a lot about Texas history. 

J  After our field trip to the Bob Bullock State History Museum, I was 

     inspired to learn more about my own family’s Texas history. 

11Bi

41 M’Lisa wants to use a more specific transition for her final 

paragraph. Which word or phrase should replace the word Earlier

in sentence 25? 

                             F  Before my interviews 

                             G  Yesterday 

                             H  When I talked to my parents 

                             J  Later  

11C

39 M’Lisa wants to use a better word than cool in sentence 13. 

Which word should she use instead of cool? 

F  good 

G  true

H  amazing 

J  tight 

11C

The new Mexican government wanted settlers to 
move to the area, so they were giving away free land. 
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